Low-dimensional lead halide hybrid perovskites are nowadays in the spotlight because of their improved stability and extensive chemical flexibility compared to their 3D perovskite counterparts, the current challenge being to design functionalized organic cations. Here, we report on the synthesis and full characterization of a perovskite-like hybrid (a perovskitoid) where the 1D lead iodide layout is patterned with a donor−acceptor charge transfer complex (CTC) between pyrene and tetracyanoquinodimethane, with a chemical formula of (C 20 H 17 NH 3 )PbI 3 ·(C 12 H 4 N 4 ). By combining multiple structural analysis and spectroscopic techniques with ab initio modeling, we show that the electronic, optical, and charge-transport properties of the hybrid materials are dominated by the organic CTC, with the inorganic backbone primarily acting as a template for the organization of the donor and acceptor molecules. Interestingly, time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements show an enhanced photocurrent generation in the 1D hybrid compared to the pure organic charge-transfer salt, likely associated with transient localization of the holes on the lead-iodide octahedra. This observation is in line with the close energy resonance between the valence crystal orbitals of the lead-iodide lattice and the frontier occupied molecular orbitals of pyrene predicted by the DFT calculations. Therefore, it paves the way toward the design of new hybrid low-dimensionality perovskites offering a synergic combination of organic and inorganic functionalities.
■ INTRODUCTION
Lead halide hybrid perovskites have received significant attention over the past decade as semiconductor materials, namely, for photovoltaic applications. 1−3 These materials possess a peculiar crystalline structure with an ABX 3 stoichiometry, where X is a halogen atom (I − , Br − , Cl − ), B an inorganic cation (Pb 2+ , Sn 2+ , ...), and A an organic cation (CH 3 NH 3 + , NH 2 CHNH 2 + ). The structure consists of a threedimensional network of corner-shared BX 6 octahedra with A cations located in the cavities of this framework.
While these 3D hybrid materials can be easily prepared from solutions of precursors and display impressive optoelectronic properties, e.g., with a certified power conversion efficiency of 24.2%, 4 they suffer from degradation issues mainly associated with ionic diffusion in the inorganic network. 5 This has driven the community to design low-dimensional hybrid perovskites that, in addition to higher stability, offer structural versatility, prompting their use as active components in a wide range of optoelectronic applications. 6−13 Indeed, the constraint that the organic cation should obey a strict geometrical rule to fit in the cavities created by the inorganic octahedral network in the 3D case is alleviated when going to lower-dimensionality materials. 14 As a result, by properly tuning the nature of the organic cation and/or the synthesis protocol, it is now possible to engineer lead halide organic−inorganic hybrids where the inorganic framework formed by the PbI 6 4− octahedra spans the full dimensionality range from 3D to 2D, 1D, or 0D.
Layered perovskite materials containing alkylammonium cations have been scrutinized in the past. While the study of these provides useful insight into the effects of dielectric confinement 15, 16 and local lattice distortions, 17−20 the range of tunability offered by inert organic cations is limited. An attractive strategy to convey additional functionalities to the resulting hybrid materials is to replace the inert cations by electroactive organic conjugated molecules. 21−28 Notable work in this direction includes the work of Evans et al. 29, 30 and Maughan et al., 31 who showed that synergic effects between the organic and inorganic components of hybrids can be achieved by making use of the process of charge transfer.
In the case of the TTF containing hybrids of Evans et al., charge transfer between a neutral organic molecule (TTF) and a radical cation (TTF •+ ) in the hybrid occurs. For the tropylium containing hybrid of Maughan et al., iodine-totropylium charge transfer was suggested.
Organic charge-transfer complexes (CTCs) have distinct optical fingerprints 32 and have been extensively studied over the last 50 years for their interesting properties, including ambipolar charge transport, metallicity, photoconductivity, and ferroelectricity. 32−37 In this context, we have recently shown that organic donor−acceptor charge-transfer complexes can be combined with 2D layered hybrid perovskites. 38 2D perovskites with a nominal chemical formula (PyrC 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 · 2(TCNQ) or (PyrC 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 ·2(TCNB) with PyrC 4 being pyrene-C 4 H 8 were obtained. The acceptors are incorporated into the organic layer through the formation of charge-transfer complexes with donors that are tethered to the inorganic framework via an alkylammonium chain. The acceptor molecule is therefore intercalated into the organic layer of the hybrid. In this regard, our work builds upon previous work on the intercalation of small molecules into the organic layer of 2D layered hybrids based on weak interactions, e.g., fluoroaryl−aryl interactions. 39, 40 We note that our approach differs from the works of Evans et al. and Maughan et al., since we introduce separate organic donor and acceptor molecules that self-assemble into charge-transfer complexes in the organic layer of the hybrid. Introducing separate donor and acceptor molecules imparts a high potential tunability to our new type of hybrids.
Unfortunately, we were at that time not able to resolve single-crystal structures of these 2D hybrids, preventing detailed structure−property relationships to be unraveled. Here, we report on our ongoing efforts toward the synthesis of hybrid materials, in which the organic component contributes to the charge transport, combining in a synergic way the complementary properties of their organic and inorganic components. More specifically, we synthesized a novel 1D hybrid composed of wires of face-sharing PbI 6 4− octahedra separated by bilayers containing the CTCs, with a chemical formula of (C 20 H 17 NH 3 )PbI 3 ·(C 12 H 4 N 4 ), which we rename as (PyrC 4 NH 3 )PbI 3 ·(TCNQ) ( Figure 1a ). A carbon chain of 4 carbon atoms ended by an ammonium group for the anchoring to the inorganic part is attached. This alkyl chain (which includes the positive charge of the cation via the ammonium Figure 1 . Crystal structures of the two investigated systems: (a) 1D hybrid (PyrC 4 NH 3 )PbI 3 ·(TCNQ); the box shows the unit cell. (b) Unit cell and (c) side view of the molecular arrangement of the organic CTC pyrene-TCNQ crystal, where TCNQ is highlighted by the red stick and pyrene by the green stick. 41 The atom labels represent hydrogen in white, nitrogen in blue-gray, carbon in brown, iodine in purple, and Pb in gray, inside the octahedra. group) is exclusively located on the pyrene molecule. The chains are running parallel to each other.
In addition to structural information, XPS valence band and TRMC measurements, combined with DFT computational investigations, provide detailed information about the electronic structure and the charge generation and transport properties of these novel hybrid materials. Altogether, our combined theory−experiment study conveys the message that (i) the inorganic lattice mostly acts as a template for the local organization of the organic conjugated molecules, and (ii) the close energy resonance between the occupied levels on the inorganic and organic parts improves photoinduced charge generation.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Crystal Structure, Stability, and Film Morphology. The crystal structure of the mixed organic−inorganic hybrid has been elucidated using single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) ( Figure 1a ) and was found to be monoclinic. The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of the bulk sample of crystals compared well with the simulated pattern from singlecrystal XRD ( Figure S1 ). The crystal structure of the pyrene-TCNQ organic CTC was taken from the literature, and a representation is shown in Figure 1b ,c. 41 The experimental PXRD pattern of our grown pyrene-TCNQ crystals matched well with the simulated pattern based on the crystal structure from literature ( Figure S2) . The 1D hybrid perovskitoid shows very good thermal stability in ambient atmosphere. The compound does not degrade into a new phase until a temperature of ∼190°C, as assessed based on temperaturecontrolled XRD measurements (Figures S13 and S14). Films for TRMC were prepared via drop-casting followed by thermal annealing. The morphology of the resulting films was investigated using SEM measurements ( Figure S4 ). As can be seen, no clear pinholes are present in the film. The absence of significant pinholes is the most important criterion in terms of morphology for the analyses carried out in the current study. The morphology of the films could potentially be optimized by using different processing techniques (e.g., gas quenching or antisolvent dripping), but this is outside of the scope of the current study.
Electronic Structure and Optical Properties. Optical absorption spectra measured by photothermal deflection spectroscopy for the 1D hybrid perovskitoid and the organic CTC crystals are reported in Figure 2 (see also absorption spectra in Figures S5 and S6 ). While the shapes of the two spectra are similar, pointing to the similar nature of the involved electronic excited states, a clear shift of the sharp absorption onset from ∼1.3 eV for the organic CTC to ∼1 eV for the hybrid is observed. Such a spectral displacement might originate from various (combined) contributions, namely, a different molecular packing of the CTC or direct full or partial involvement of the lead halide inorganic skeleton through hybridization with the organic chromophores.
We resort to DFT electronic structure calculations to address the origin of the observed differences in electronic structure and optical properties between the organic and the hybrid crystals. As a first step, an in-depth study was performed to analyze the sensitivity of the results against details of the modeling methodology. It has indeed been widely documented that the inclusion of spin−orbit coupling (SOC) effects and an accurate treatment of electronic exchange and correlation energy are key to a quantitative description of the electronic structure of lead halide perovskites. 42, 43 Details about the modeling approach are provided in the Supporting Information (Table S1, Figure S7 ). In a nutshell, after realizing that SOC does not influence the lowest unoccupied energy levels (localized on the TCNQ acceptors), we selected (unless otherwise specified) plane-wave DFT calculations in combination with a hybrid functional (PBE0), as implemented in the Quantum Espresso package suite. 44 Using this methodology, we obtain an electronic bandgap of 1.93 eV for the 1D perovskitoid system, to be compared with 2.16 eV for the pure CTC crystal. While compared to the PDS data the theoretical values are expectedly blue-shifted, namely, by the exciton binding energy but also inherent errors associated with the choice of DFT functionals, the calculations do however correctly reproduce the observed spectral shift (∼0.23 eV calculated against ∼0.3 eV measured) between the two crystals.
Turning to the electronic structure energy diagrams displayed in Figure 3a , we find from the analysis of the partial density of states (DOS) that the band-edge levels in the 1D hybrid perovskitoid are fully confined on the organic part, namely, with the conduction band-edge (CBE) dominated by TCNQ empty orbitals and the valence band-edge (VBE) governed by pyrene occupied orbitals. It is important to stress, however, that the lead-iodide inorganic skeleton contributes with occupied crystalline orbitals that are located in close energy proximity (within ∼0.1 eV) to the VBEin contrast, the corresponding PbI unoccupied crystalline orbitals are located at significantly higher energies than the CBE. In addition, inspection of the partial DOS reveals no or very limited hybridization between the organic molecular and inorganic crystalline orbitals, which would materialize through the presence of a partial contribution of lead and iodine atoms at the VBE (and CBE) energy. In view of the small energy difference, this absence of wave function mixing must originate from a very weak electronic coupling matrix element, likely resulting from the poor electronic contact between the inorganic scaffold and the conjugated chromophores. Looking retrospectively at the optical absorption data, we thus rule out hybridization as a mechanism for the observed red shift and rather invoke a reorganization of the donor and acceptor Table S2 ) to the lead halide CT hybrid (where the charge per TCNQ amounts to ∼0.21 |e|). We further note that the electronic band gap between the lead halide only crystalline orbitals is close to 4 eV at the level of theory considered. This is much higher than the corresponding bandgaps calculated at the same level of theory for 2D lead halide perovskites, highlighting the important role of dimensionality on the electronic structure of these materials. Figure 3b displays both the predicted full (and partial) SOCcorrected DOS together with the simulated XPS spectrum, where relative intensities have been obtained through weighting the density of states by the relative photoionization cross sections of the involved valence electrons. While this approach should be considered with caution (as delocalized band states are obviously distinct from their contributing atomic orbitals), it explains the fact that occupied molecular orbitals arising from the organic components are hidden in the background noise of the XPS spectra because of their low ionization cross sections. With this caveat, we can proceed with the comparison of the theoretical results to the experimental valence band electronic structure, here probed using XPS (as a more bulk sensitive technique, information depth > 5 nm) instead of UPS (as a more surface sensitive technique, information depth about 1 nm). The measured and predicted valence band spectra are dominated by the iodine atoms at low binding energies, while the SOC-split 5d orbitals of lead contribute a twin peak at higher binding energies (below −10 eV). It is interesting to see that a better match with experiment regarding the absolute energies of the lead orbitals is obtained considering the bare (unscaled) DOS, which could indicate partial hybridization or simply reflect uncertainties in the computed orbital energies. Unfortunately, the limited spectral resolution and the low cross sections of the sp2 carbon atoms from the pyrene molecules do not allow the theoretical finding that the VBE is mostly sourced by the organic molecules to be ascertained. As demonstrated below, this is indirectly supported by charge transport measurements.
Chemistry of Materials
Charge Transport Properties. Table 1 reports the calculated effective masses along high-symmetry paths for (i) the hybrid 1D organic−inorganic perovskitoid; (ii) the pure organic CT salt; and (iii) a hypothetical system built by removing all lead and iodine atoms from the crystal structure of the hybrid material and (to balance the charges) substituting the nitrogen atoms of the ammonium groups with carbons. This aims at mimicking a pure template effect where the inorganic lattice would participate not directly to the transport properties but eventually indirectly through a reorganization of the spatial rearrangement of the donor and acceptor molecules in comparison to the CT salt. As a matter of fact, in all relevant directions, the effective masses predicted by the DFT calculations are typical for organic molecular crystals with weak band dispersion. The differences observed between the hybrid and the organic crystal primarily stem from a template effect, as confirmed by comparing the relatively similar effective masses computed for the real hybrid and hypothetical structures. This template effect materializes mostly as differences in intermolecular distances along TCNQ and pyrene molecular rows in the b direction for the CTC crystal and the corresponding c direction for the 1D hybrid perovskitoids; see Figure 1c . More specifically, there is a reduced herringbone angle, or similarly a smaller longitudinal molecular translation, between successive donor (acceptor) molecules in the hybrid structure. While this is still far from being ideal from an intermolecular spatial overlap perspective, there is improved π−π stacking interaction between the organic molecules in the perovskitoid 1D systems compared to the pure CTC crystal, which is driven by the inorganic layout. As a result, the electron effective masses along the high-mobility direction (c) are significantly smaller, especially for electrons, in the hybrid material with respect to the pure salt (for which b is the highmobility direction), a difference that reflects the more substantial wave function overlap between the molecular orbitals in the presence of the inorganic template. Yet, the absolute values of the effective masses remain relatively large for both holes and electrons, irrespective of the direction; hence, we expect relatively poor charge transport mobility for both organic and hybrid crystals. This is fully confirmed by time-resolved micro-conductivity (TRMC) measurements that probe the change in conductivity due to mobile charge carriers using high-frequency microwaves. The charge carriers can be generated either by a high energy electron pulse (pulse-radiolysis TRMC) or by a laser (photoconductivity TRMC). We have performed PR-TRMC measurements to monitor the temperature-dependent mobility of free charge carriers in the two materials. The formation of free charge carriers is assured by the effective irradiation energy (∼20 eV) from the electron pulse. 46, 47 The results plotted in Figure 4a show modest (10 −3 −10 −2 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) and similar mobility values over a broad temperature range in the pure organic salt and in the 1D organic−inorganic hybrid crystals. In addition, similar recombination dynamics of the charge carriers for both materials are obtained; see Supporting Information ( Figure S9 and S10).
To complement these studies, photoconductivity TRMC measurements have also been performed with laser excitation at different wavelengths (excitonic peak at ∼500 nm and charge-transfer state at ∼600 nm). In these measurements, the photoconductivity signal obtained is the product of the mobility and the yield of photogenerated free electrons and holes. 47, 48 Exciting in the charge-transfer band results in a larger photoconductivity signal for the 1D hybrid perovskitoid compared to the organic salt; see Figure 4b . Besides, the recombination lifetime of the charge carriers is longer. As mentioned above, no appreciable difference in charge carrier mobility could be measured from the PR-TRMC experiments. Therefore, we conclude that the higher photoconductivity signal in the hybrid film must be caused by a higher yield of mobile free charge carriers in the 1D organic−inorganic hybrid crystals (a more detailed description of the PR-TRMC and photoconductivity TRMC results can be found in the Supporting Information). We speculate that the larger fraction of photogenerated free charge carriers in the hybrid material is related to transient localization of the holes on the inorganic lattice facilitated by the close energy spacing between the occupied inorganic crystalline and organic molecular occupied orbitals, vide supra.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on the synthesis of a novel, thermally stable, 1D hybrid material where charge-transfer complexes between molecular donors and acceptors act as charge compensating organic cations, thus offering new functionalities to the resulting hybrid materials. These have been extensively characterized using a battery of structural analysis and spectroscopic techniques in combination with molecular modeling. Our investigations show that most of the electronic and optical properties of the CTC salt are retained, with the inorganic lattice primarily acting as a template for the spatial arrangement of the molecular chromophores. As a result, modest charge transport properties with charge carrier mobility not exceeding 10 −2 cm 2 V −1 s −1 have been obtained. However, a first indication pointing toward some coupling between the inorganic and organic manifolds in these mixed systems is the increased photocurrent generation, likely favored by transient localization of the holes on the lead halide backbone. Moreover, the novel hybrids discussed in this article offer a high degree of potential tunability. As can be deduced from the general formula (D-C n H 2n -NH 3 )PbX 3 ·(A), one could potentially change the core of the donor molecule (D), the alkyl chain length of the donor molecule (C n H 2n ), the acceptor molecule (A) and the halide (X). All of these changes are suspected to have a (more or less significant) degree of influence on the optical and electronic properties of these hybrids. Therefore, the applicability of this type of hybrids can potentially be extended by using donor:acceptor combinations with superior charge transport properties compared to pyrene-TCNQ. Charge-transfer complexes can also exhibit a variety of electronic or magnetic properties and it would be interesting to determine how their inclusion into an inorganic scaffold influences these.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Chemicals and Reagents. 7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ, >98.0%) was bought from TCI. Potassium phthalimide salt (95%) was obtained from Fluorochem. Lead iodide (PbI 2 , 99.999%) was obtained from Lumtec. 1-Pyrenebutyric acid (95%) was purchased from Combi-Blocks, Inc. Lithium aluminum hydride (LiAlH 4 , 95%), carbon tetrabromide (CBr 4 , 98%), potassium carbonate (K 2 CO 3 , 99+%), magnesium sulfate (MgSO 4 , 99%), ammonium chloride (NH 4 Cl, 99+%), triphenylphosphine (Ph 3 P, 99%), pyrene (98%), hydrazine monohydrate (65%), and hydriodic acid (57 wt % aqueous solution) were bought from Fisher Scientific. All chemicals were used without further purification. The dry dimethylformamide (DMF) that was used to make the precursor solutions and dry tetrahydrofuran (THF), which was used for the reactions, were obtained from our in-house solvent-purification system (MBRAUN SPS-800). All other solvents were purchased from Fisher Scientific. The PyrC 4 NH 3 I salt was synthesized as detailed in a previous publication. 10 Single Crystal Growth. The single crystals of (PyrC 4 NH 3 )PbI 3 · (TCNQ) were grown using an antisolvent vapor-assisted crystallization approach 49 in which the components are dissolved together in a good solvent (gamma-butyrolactone; GBL) and dichloromethane (DCM) antisolvent slowly diffuses into the GBL solution. Specifically, PyrC 4 NH 3 I (0.108 mol/L), TCNQ (0.108 mol/L), and PbI 2 (0.108 mol/L) were dissolved together in gamma-butyrolactone by stirring at 50°C for 15 min. The precursor solution was filtered through a syringe filter (0.45 μm). The precursor solution (0.5 mL) was transferred to a small glass vial. The small vial (5 mL volume) was capped off with aluminum foil. A small hole was made in the aluminum foil. The small vial with the aluminum foil was put in a larger glass vial (20 mL volume). A small amount of dichloromethane (2 mL) was injected in the gap between the two flasks, and the larger flask was capped off with a plastic cap and parafilm. The vials were left undisturbed at room temperature. After 1 week black crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffraction were harvested. These crystals were washed three times with dry dichloromethane and were subsequently dried under reduced pressure at room temperature.
Chemistry of Materials
The crystals of the organic CTC pyrene-TCNQ were grown by dissolving equimolar amounts of pyrene (0.025 mol/L) and TCNQ (0.025 mol/L) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) by stirring at 40°C until full dissolution. The solution was allowed to cool down to room temperature and was filtered through a syringe filter (0.45 μm). Crystals were obtained by evaporation of the THF at room temperature.
Thin Film Deposition. Stoichiometric amounts of PyrC 4 NH 3 I (0.3 mol/L), TCNQ (0.3 mol/L), and PbI 2 (0.3 mol/L) were dissolved in dry DMF by stirring at 50°C for 30 min. The precursor solution was filtered through a syringe filter (0.45 μm) before use.
Quartz substrates were cleaned through consecutive sonication steps in a series of solvents (detergent water, deionized water, acetone, isopropanol) for 15 min each, followed by a UV-ozone treatment for 15 min. Films were obtained by drop-casting (∼30 μL on a 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm substrate) on a quartz substrate. The films were annealed at 110°C for 15 min.
Characterization. X-ray Diffraction. X-ray diffraction measurements were performed at room temperature in ambient air on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Temperature-controlled XRD measurements were performed on the same instrument with a temperature cell, under nitrogen flow.
Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy Measurements. Photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) was performed using a homebuilt setup: chopped (4.1 Hz) monochromatic light from a 100 W Quartz-Tungsten-Halogen lamp is focused onto the crystal. The crystal is glued onto a quartz substrate with inert transparent glue (ethyl-2-cyanoacrylate). Substrate and sample are immersed in perfluorohexane (C 6 F 14 , 3 M Fluorinert FC-72). A HeNe (633 nm) probe laser passes through the deflection medium and grazes the surface of the sample. Absorption of monochromatic light results in a slight heating of sample and deflection medium. The latter has a strongly temperature dependent refractive index, resulting in deflection of the probe laser, of which the amplitude is detected by a position-sensitive Si detector, connected to a Stanford Research Systems SR830 lock-in amplifier. The incident light intensity is measured at the same time by a pyro-electric detector. The PDS signal is obtained by dividing the deflection signal by the signal coming from the pyroelectric detector and is for weakly emissive samples proportional to the absorption spectrum. 50 Valence Band Spectroscopy. Valence band spectroscopy was carried out on a commercial electron spectrometer (PHI-5600LS), equipped with a smallspot X-ray source providing monochromatized Al K radiation (photon energy 1486.6 eV). During the XPS measurements, an overall energy resolution (photons and electrons) of 0.36 eV full width at half-maximum (fwhm) was applied.
Pulse-Radiolysis Microwave Conductivity Measurements. High energy pulse microwave conductivity measurements were performed on micrometer crystals (∼ 45 mg) placed in a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) holder. The PEEK block with the sample is placed inside a rectangular waveguide cell (chemically inert gold-plated copper). The cell is contained in a cryostat in which the temperature can be varied between 123 and 473 K. The irradiation intensity was varied between pulse lengths of 5 and 50 ns (charge carrier concentrations ∼2 × 10 16 cm −3 to 2 × 10 17 cm −3 ) for each temperature at a frequency of 31 GHz. The frequency scan (28−38 GHz) fits were measured at a pulse length of 20 ns (∼9.9 × 10 16 cm −3 ). Photoconductivity Measurements. Laser induced time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements were performed on thin films deposited on quartz substrates and placed in a sealed resonant cavity inside a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Photoconductivity TRMC measurements quantify the change in conductivity [microwave (8−9 GHz) power] upon pulsed excitation (repetition rate 10 Hz) due to free mobile charge carriers. The change of microwave power is related to the change in conductivity before and during the photoconductance measurements, and the samples were kept in an inert nitrogen environment to prevent degradation by exposure to moisture.
■ THEORETICAL METHODS Electronic Properties. Density functional theory calculations 51−55 with periodic boundary conditions have been performed with the Quantum Espresso suite program 44 for the electronic properties (and Bader analysis 45 ) using a planewave/pseudopotential formalism. We adopted a norm-conserving pseudopotential, with a cutoff of 40 Ry for the expansion of the wave function and a correction for the van der Waals interactions (Grimme DFT-D2 method 56 ). Different functionals (GGA and Hybrids) were applied: PBE, 57 PBE0, and HSE. In the case of the PBE functional, we also performed the same calculations with and without a spin−orbit correction. We kept the same k-points mesh for all PBE calculations, 4 × 3 × 2 for the organic crystal (pyrene-TCNQ) and 4 × 1 × 4 for the 1D perovskitoid. When using hybrid functionals, the calculations were limited at the gamma point of the first Brillouin zone, because of the calculation costs.
Charge Transport Properties. Effective mass calculations have also been performed with Quantum Espresso at the PBE level. We instead resorted to the CRYSTAL suite program (CRYSTAL14, 58,59 CRYSTAL17 60,61 ) for effective mass calculations using hybrid functionals, namely, the PBE0 functional, as these are not implemented in Quantum Espresso. For consistency between the two sets of results, we paid attention to keep the same cell parameters, the same number of atoms explicitly taken into account and the same k-points mesh for the single point calculations.
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